
 
 
 
 
 

Quarterly Issues/Program Report 
 
 
Following is a list of the treatment of the issues ascertained by WOR Radio, New 
York, NY as the most important to our listening community.  The list of programs 
includes the three month period ending September 30th, 2016 and is by no 
means exhaustive.  The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any 
priority or significance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Quarterly Issues/Program Report  
3rd Quarter 2016 
 
The following is a list of WOR-AM Programs which aired regularly in all dayparts and which 
consistently addressed the foregoing issues and have continued to do so in the quarter ending 
September 30, 2016.  These programs include the most significant community issues ascertained 
by WOR-AM presented as programs or segments of programs. 
 
Len Berman and Todd Schnitt in the Morning: New York media icon Len Berman and radio 
veteran Todd Schnitt team up for this daily show featuring lively discussions with callers and 
guests about today’s top topics, with a particular emphasis on stories impacting the tri-state area.  
Len and Todd are joined in-studio by News Director Joe Bartlett.  “Len Berman and Todd Schnitt 
in the Morning” airs Monday through Friday from 6:00am-10am. 
 
The Mark Simone Show: Mark Simone's broadcasts are filled with lively conversation, colorful wit, 
savvy insight into current events, and an insider’s look at the rich, powerful and famous. His 
broadcasts bring you a smooth blend of important issues, interesting stories and blockbuster 
guests. He is one of the most experienced interviewers on the planet. His past guest list is 
staggering and his long history with those famous names often makes for some pretty intimate 
and forthcoming interviews. Mark Simone broadcasts on WOR Monday through Friday 10AM to 
12PM. 
 
The Rush Limbaugh Show:   The Rush Limbaugh Show has helped redefine the political 
landscape.  Before Rush Limbaugh began broadcasting on network radio 15 years ago, political 
talk was often dry, hackneyed, and boring.  Rush Limbaugh's lively, humorous, and just plain fun 
program has rocketed his show to the most listened-to long form program in the history of 
network radio. 
 
The Sean Hannity Show:  Known for his provocative, free-wheeling, passionate commentary on 
politics and the American agenda, Sean Hannity hosts the second most listened-to long form 
program in network radio. 
 
The WOR Sports Zone with Pete McCarthy:  Pete McCarthy has the inside-scoop on the day’s 
top sports stories.  This lively, fast-paced show features guest interviews and listener calls, and 
frequently serves as the lead-in or follow-up to New York Mets baseball game coverage.  The 
WOR Sports Zone with Pete McCarthy broadcasts live on weekdays from 6PM-9PM. 
 
Dave Ramsey Show:  Dave Ramsey, a personal money-management expert, is an extremely 
popular national radio personality, and author of the New York Times best-sellers. He devotes 
himself full time to helping ordinary people understand the forces behind their financial distress 
and how to set things right. Ramsey broadcasts on WOR every Monday through Friday from 
9pm-midnight. 
 
Coast to Coast with George Noory:  Noory captivates program listeners with his discussions of 
paranormal phenomena, time travel, alien abductions, conspiracies and all things curious and 
unexplained. He is driven, he has said, by the desire to solve the great mysteries of our time. 
Coast to Coast with George Noory airs Monday through Saturday from 12am-5am.  
 
First Morning News with Joe Bartlett: Joe Bartlett discusses newsmakers, latest news, weather 
and traffic information from 5am to 6am Monday through Friday from 5am-6am. 
 
The WOR Saturday Morning Show: Recaps what happened during the week, giving listeners an 
opportunity to talk about what's on their minds and to introduce them to some very unique New 
Yorkers. Saturday Morning airs Saturdays from 6am – 7:00am. 
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3rd Quarter 2016 
 

 WOR Radio airs local news every hour throughout the broadcast day. 
  

 WOR Radio provides comprehensive coverage of all local, state and 
 national elections and primaries including discussions with the candidates 
 about the issues leading up to the primaries and elections, listener call-in 
 opinion and discussion as well as review of platforms, polls and 
 community impact of each case. 
 

 The time and duration of programs listed previously are the regularly 
 scheduled times for each program.  On the occasion of a major breaking 
 story of local, state, national or international importance, regular 
 programming is pre-empted to provide the public with complete coverage 
 of the given event. 
  

 The format of WOR is news/talk. Programs on WOR Radio usually involve 
discussions of more than one subject per day and often vary from caller to 
caller.  The following is a list of programs and coverage of the issues 
ascertained from the community for the period ending September 30, 2016. 
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Issues Ascertained by WOR-AM Radio as Important To The Listening 
Community 
 
 
Period Ending September 30, 2016 
 
Government/Politics: 
*National 
*Local 
 
Health Issues 
 
Consumer 
 
Ethnic/Race 
 
Crime/Drugs 
 
Women/Gender 
 
Finance 
 
Youth 
 
Education 
 
Social 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Quarterly Issues/Program Report  
3rd Quarter 2016 
 
Issue  Program  Date  Time   Duration  Description  

Politics  Simone           07-06-16         10:40 am        10 minutes       Wall Street 
Journal journalist James Taranto joined Mark to talk about Hillary Clinton skating on all 
email scandal charges. Both AG Loretta Lynch and FBI director James Comey refused 
to charge the former Sec of State with anything because she did not “intend” to hurt the 
United States by using a private server for government emails. 
 

Consumer Len and Todd  07-07-16 9:55am 5 min  Len and Joe 

Bartlett talk about a report on an exploding iPhone. It burst into flames in a young man’s 

pocket. They talked to the audience about cheap replacement cords and batteries, and if 

the phone will not charge when plugged into a working cord to be cautious as the battery 

could be failing and can then overheat and cause a fire. 

 

Politics            Simone           07-07-16          11:40 am        10 min             Author Ed 
Klein and Mark discussed why FBI director Comey failed to charge Hillary Clinton with 
anything in her email scandal. Mark believes that he was afraid to go down in history as 
the man who ruined her chance at becoming the President of the United States. Ed Klein 
believes that the Clinton War machine threatened him. 
 

Politics            Simone            07-08-16          10:40am        10 min             Republican 
Pollster Kellyanne Conway and Mark discussed her joining the Trump campaign after 
working for Ted Cruz. They also spoke about how the Republican Party needs to join 
together and put a united front up to defeat Hillary Clinton. Both Kellyanne and Mark 
believe Donald Trump will destroy Hillary Clinton in the Debates and in a national 
Election. 
 

Consumer Len and Todd  07-12-16 7:05am 5 min  Len and Todd 

talk about Pokemon Go, which is taking over people’s cell phones, literally. An early 

release of the game accesses all of your Google information. Todd stresses to the 

audience that they should be cautions and check all of their privacy settings so that 

things they want to be kept private remain that way. Otherwise your private info could be 

compromised. 

 

Crime  Len and Todd  07-12-16 9:07am 7 min  Len and Todd 

talk about the safety of Pokemon Go. There have been reports of people getting robbed 

following Pokemons and going into areas that are not safe. They tell the listeners to be 

aware of their surroundings, not only for avoiding a robbery but also for safety as you 

may walk into a street or onto unsafe grounds. 

 

Politics             Simone            07-12-16        10:40 am        10 min          Michael 
Goodwin from the NY Post and Mark talked about FBI Director James Comey deciding 
not to bring charges against Hillary Clinton. Comey said he came to the decision 
because even though Hillary did break the law, she did not intend to break the law. Mark 



thought that Comey was afraid of the Clinton War Machine. Michael Goodwin believes 
he has become corrupt. 
 

Crime/ Health Len and Todd 07-13-16 8:15am 10 min  Len and Todd 

talk about the K2 zombie night in Brooklyn. They ask for callers who used the synthetic 

pot to give their experiences. One person called and told of how bad it was. Todd told 

the audience that people need to be careful, they are always changing the formula to get 

under the law and that is dangerous, you never know what you are getting. 

 

Crime  Len and Todd  07-13-16 9:12am 5 min  Len and Todd 

talk about a man from Nyack, New York who was arrested with a woman who he met on 

Tinder. Apparently he and others were dating these women so they could rob them. Len 

and Todd told the audience they need to be vigilant with apps like Tinder as they 

become more mainstream.  

 

Crime  Len and Todd 07-15-16 8:12am 6 min  Len and Joe 

talk with Brad Garrett, former FBI agent and ABC News terrorism analyst. He warned the 

listeners that attacks like the one in Nice, France are becoming more frequent and many 

times organized through the internet. He says since police can’t control the internet he 

stresses people need to be very vigilant and observant of anything that seems off, and 

keep our eyes open. 

 

Politics             Simone          07-18-16         10:40 am        10 min  Former 
Prosecutor and TV/Radio Host Lionel joined Mark to discuss The Police shootings that 
happened in Baton Rouge over the weekend. They also talked about what they expect 
to happen at the RNC convention that begins tonight in Cleveland. Lionel asked Mark 
about the lack of Big RNC speakers. When your headliner is Scott Baio..that spells 
trouble. 
 

Social  Len and Todd 07-19-16 7:45am 5 min  Len and Todd 

talk about a Fanwood New Jersey woman who was killed when an electric line fell on 

her car. She tried to get out of the car and was electrocuted. Todd explains that the 

safest place is inside your car and you should not attempt to get out.  He goes on to say 

that you should call 911, wait until help comes, stay inside and let the responders 

depower the line before exiting. 

 

Consumer Len and Todd 07-20-16 9:30am 5 min  Len and Todd 

talk about how people are receiving calls from people claiming to be from the IRS and 

demanding payment with iTunes cards. Len and Todd explain to the audience that the 

IRS will not call you requesting payment over the phone with iTunes cards and will 

always contact you by mail. Listeners need to be vigilant with telephone payment 

requests, and never give out personal information to someone who calls you. 

 

Social               Simone          07-20-16         11:40am         10 min  Dan Abrams, 
Chief Legal Affairs Analyst for ABC News and Mark discussed Rogers Ailes being 



ousted from FOX due to sexual harassment charges. Mark believes the charges are just 
a way for the Murdoch kids to rid the network to rid Ailes from the premises. Abrams 
says Ailes has had a reputation of inappropriate behavior when it comes to female 
anchors. 
 

Politics         Simone             07-25-16        11:40 am         10 min            Former White 
House Secret Service Agent Gary Byrnes wrote a tell-all book on The Clinton White 
House that painted a pretty ugly picture of The Clinton marriage. Gary told stories of how 
the Secret Service Agents had to help President Clinton’s lady friends out of Hillary’s 
sight and how mean spirited Mrs. Clinton was to people who worked in the White House. 
 

Health  Len and Todd 07-27-16 6:44am 5 min   Len and Todd 

talk about the passing of Miss Cleo, well known for her 800 psychic hotline. She died 

from colon cancer at a young age. Todd stressed that colon cancer caught early can be 

lifesaving and people need to make sure they are getting checked early, since that could 

be the difference between life and death. 

 

Social  Len and Todd 07-28-16 7:45am 10 min  Len and Todd 

discuss Stephen Vavaro, a Staten Island man who was caught ripping down blue 

ribbons placed around the city for police remembrances. The person who put them up, 

Carmen Shouldis, was a guest and she forgave the Vavaro for ripping them down and 

then stressed to the audience to not to be violent and not to attack him on social media 

or threaten his former workplace. 

 

Politics  Simone            07-28-16       10:40 am           10 min        NY Daily 
News columnist Linda Stasi and Mark talked about the DNC Convention in Philadelphia. 
They also spoke about Trump asking Russian Hackers to publish any of the 30+ 
thousand emails Hillary destroyed. 
 

Health  Len and Todd 07-29-16  7:43am 5 min  Len and Todd 

talk about a study showing that second hand marijuana may be worse than second hand 

tobacco. Todd warns this could be an issue in New York City since he smells it in the air 

almost every day, especially in the summer. People also need to look into these studies 

and the validity of these claims. 

 

Social  Len and Todd 07-29-16 7:46am 2 min  Len and Todd 

talk about New York City battling its rat problem with a new process. They are dropping 

dry ice into rat holes and the CO is eradicating them without harming the environment. 

It’s a humane way to address the problem without harming other living organisms.  

 

Health  Len and Todd  07-29-16 9:25am 4 min  Len and Todd 

talk about a video showing a young New Jersey teen videotaping lightning striking the 

ocean when he suddenly gets hit. They stress to the audience how dangerous lightning 

is and that as soon as you hear thunder, take cover. You can be hit by lightning very 

easily, even when it looks and sounds far away. 

 



Consumer Len and Todd 08-01-16 6:56am 5 min  Len and Todd 

discuss cars that have been flooded. With the recent rains, many cars in the area were 

flooded over. These cars get totaled and sometimes end up getting repaired and resold. 

They are supposed to be marked, however sometimes due to state regulations, they are 

not. Len and Todd tell the audience to thoroughly check any used car you buy, look for 

any dirt or signs of flood residue in crevices, under the car and in places not easily seen, 

and to be careful whenever you buy a used car. 

 

Politics             Simone           08-01-16          10:40am         10 min  NY Post 
columnist Michael Goodwin and Mark discussed both the GOP and DNC conventions, 
which Michael attended. Michael brought up the fact that both candidates have the 
highest negative ratings in the history of the presidential elections. They talked about 
how both candidates can only count on only 40% of each party’s vote , thus making the 
independent vote extremely important. Michael and mark also talked about the Kahn 
family, whose son died fighting for the USA. The family is Muslim, and Trump was 
accused of attacking a gold star family. 
 
Health  Len and Todd 08-02-16 6:35am 5 Min  Len and Todd 

discuss a new story about how the federal government is dropping their 

recommendation to floss while brushing. They have said to floss after brushing since 

1979. Apparently they never tested the effectiveness of this and now say it may pose no 

benefit. Len and Todd mention to the audience to talk with your dentist to find out more. 

 

Health  Len and Todd 08-02-16 9:55am 5 Min  Len and Todd 

discuss the Trump tweet showing him eating fried chicken. That brought up a recent 

study in The Center For Science In The Public Interest that shows some restaurants are 

putting together extreme eating plates. They pointed out that fried chicken at some 

restaurants are more than the total daily intake recommendations, and diners should 

make sure they realize how much they are taking in. 

 

Politics  Len and Todd 08-02-16 6:55am 5 Min  Len and Todd 

discuss the political scene, take calls and debate the candidates. They talk about the 

“lesser of two evils” attitude of the election and talk with listeners about their concerns in 

this very volatile election season. 

 

Health  Len and Todd 08-02-16 8:25am 7 min  Len and Todd 

bring on ABC Health and Medical Editor, Dr Richard Besser, to talk about the recent 

growth of the Zika virus and how the specific mosquito is not here in the New York area. 

He recommends listeners be cautious no matter where they go and to protect from 

mosquito bites no matter where you travel.  

 

Politics            Simone            08-02-16         11:40am          8 mins         Lt. General 
Michael Flynn and Mark talked about the Generals new book “The Field Of Fight”  the 
general told Mark that President Obama’s Isis plan of action has allowed the number of 
Isis member’s to double and has allowed Isis to spread form the Middle east to all across 
the Globe. The general claims there are over 1000 Isis cases being investigated in the 



USA currently. Mark and the General both agreed that  president Obama’s refusal to 
label the attacks as work of “Muslim Extremists” is divisive. 
 

Health  Len and Todd 08-03-16 6:45am 4 min  Len and Todd 

discuss the flossing controversy from this past week. Todd mentions how it can’t be a 

bad thing and transitions to being cautious when you touch things in public. Todd 

recommends to be cautious when grabbing doors, hand rails, pens, pencils, touch 

screens, basically anything that passes multiple hands. Always wash hands or use 

antibacterial gel. 

 

Crime  Len and Todd 08-03-16 8:07am 5 min   Len and Todd 

speak to New York City PBA President Pat Lynch about the police protest outside Mayor 

Bill de Blasio’s gym.  One of the main issues the PBA would like to bring attention to are 

pay raises. He also stressed the NYPD need more support and better guns to keep 

ahead of the criminals who sometimes have better guns than the cops do. 

 

Politics             Simone           08-08-16         10:40am         9 min       Wall Street 
Journal columnist James Taranto and Mark talked about the ongoing attack on Donald 
Trump and the main stream media’s accusations that Trump insulted and attacked a 
gold star Muslim family that spoke at the DNC convention in Philadelphia. They also hit 
on the fact that the media is still hammering Trump on his lack of specifics in his polices. 
 

Politics             Simone           08-11-16          10:40am         9 min  Kellyanne 
Conway from the Trump team talked with Mark. First they discussed the crazy guy who 
climbed Trump tower. Kellyanne was in the building when that happened. On a more 
serious note, Ms. Conway and Mark talked about the safety of Trump with all the violent 
rhetoric about his stance on immigration and Muslims. The conversation then turned to 
the main stream media’s bias against Trump. 
 

Social   Len and Todd 08-15-16 8:11am 10 min  Len and Todd 

talk about Dan Fitzpatrick, the Staten Island boy who committed suicide after bullying. 

They took calls from listeners who had experience with bullying and what they did to 

help kids with this problem. A principal from a Brooklyn high school called in and gave 

out a number that anyone can call if they feel they are a victim of bullying. He also 

stressed parents need to pay attention and make sure they are aware of what their kids 

are being subjected to. 

 

Politics            Simone            08-15-16          10:40 am       10 min  Lionel joined 
Mark to discuss the Propaganda stemming from the Milwaukee shooting. They talked 
about CNN’s Anchor Don Lemon and his unfair treatment to guests that disagree with 
him and his views.  The conversation then turned to Hillary Clinton. Her health and the 
media’s refusal to pursue her obvious medical issues, the way the Clinton machine 
operates and the power they wield.  
 

Social  Len and Todd 08-17-16 8:56am 4 min  Len and Joe 

talk about a Baltimore mom who’s son accidentally set the house on fire after a grease 

fire. He poured water on it in hopes he would put out the fire.   They told the audience 



that is not the proper method to put out a grease fire and it only makes it worse. Throw 

baking soda over it or have a fire extinguisher ready that’s rated for kitchen use would be 

the correct way to put it out.l 

 

Crime/Drugs Len and Todd 08-23-16 9:43am 6 min  Todd and Joe 

talk with Darryl Strawberry, former Met and friend of Dwight Gooden. Gooden has 

battled drug addiction for years, and Darryl feels he’s fallen off the wagon again. He 

talked to the audience about the danger of drugs, and to make sure people intervene if 

they have loved ones in trouble. It’s better for them to be mad at you if you can save 

their lives 

 

Health  Len and Todd  08-23-16 7:53am 5 min  Todd and Joe 

discuss the extreme price increase with the EpiPen.  One of the producers on staff who 

has an allergy that demands him to carry an EpiPen explained that you need to speak to 

your doctor to get money savings coupons or a generic one that, while not as easy to 

use, will cost less and be as effective. 

 

Politics             Simone           08-24-16        10:40 am        10 min  Michael 
Goodwin and Mark talked about how the media and journalists have finally decided to 
shine a light on some of the Clinton Foundations shady practices. Mr. Goodwin said that 
many of his colleges in radio, tv ,and the newspaper business can’t believe the way this 
election is being covered. The focus is always on demonizing Trump and giving the 
Clintons a pass. Both agreed that the Clinton’s operate on pure greed. They’ve collected 
well over a Billion dollars with their foundation but continue to want more. Michael 
Goodwin is convinced that Hillary is hiding a “bombshell” that would finish her political 
career. 
 

Consumer Len and Todd  08-26-16 8:10am 5 min  Todd and Joe 

talk about the Iphone 6 which has been developing a glitch. After time a grey bar starts 

to show on the top, eventually causing the touch screen to not work. Todd stresses to 

contact Apple as soon as you see this, as you may be in warranty and can get it fixed 

before you have to pay for it. 

 

Politics            Simone            08-29-16        10:40am          10 min  Michael 
Goodwin and Mark talked about how politics is a game that the Clinton’s play better than 
anyone they’ve know.  They surround themselves with top professionals who know how 
to get them out of difficult situations. Like Huma Abden working for the Saudi funded 
publication that her mother runs for the past 12 years. That story came out this week and 
what does the media cover, Donald Trump’s immigration policy? Mr. Goodwin ended the 
conversation with if trump is going to win he will have to do it with the majority of the 
media against him. 
 

Health   Len and Todd    9-6-16     7:44am 5 min   Len and Todd 

discuss a new report that says older men who have sex more than once a week are 

more likely to have cardiovascular issues later in life. The new study and has a lot of 



variables. They stress to to talk to your doctor and ask questions about this if you are an 

older man who is sexually active. 

 

Politics            Simone                   9-6-16  10:40am       10 min               Michael 
Goodwin and Mark discussed the failings of the NY Times and other liberal newspapers. 
The papers have an agenda and have turned a blind eye to all of Hillary Clinton’s 
problems. They also discussed the downfall of journalism in general. Both Mark and 
Michael believe that the papers biased views will affect the papers after the election. 
 

Health  Len and Todd  9-8-16    9:55am 4 min  Len and Todd 

discuss a new study that shows people who drink a lot have a higher cancer risk later in 

life, but if they exercise more doctors found that they can reverse those chances. They 

stress to talk to your doctor and monitor your drinking habits as other health problems 

can arise from heavy drinking. 

 

Consumer Len and Todd  9-9-16       7:44am 7 min  Len and Todd 

discuss the Galaxy Note 7 problems of exploding batteries. Recently, a house burnt 

down, a car caught fire and airplanes have been recommending they don’t stow them in 

luggage, charge them or use them during the flight. Todd tells listeners the they need to 

bring these back for exchange as they are a big problem. 

 

Local                Simone                    9-9-16      10:40am     9 mins            Deborah 

Norville Host of Inside Edition and Mark talked about the release of the new movie 

“Sully”. They talked about the survivors of the Hudson River landing and the reunion 

show inside edition had planned for that day. “The Miracle on the Hudson.”   They also 

talked about how lucky the people on that plane were to have captain Sullenberger at 

the helm of the aircraft because of his experience as a glider pilot in Viet Nam and his 

knowledge of New York’s air space.    

 

Crime  Len and Todd  9-14-16     6:42am 5 min  Len and Todd 

discuss your personal internet at home. Recently there have been people using 

unsecure internet connections to download illegal porn. A New Jersey man’s house had 

his internet unsecure and was raided for child porn. It was the neighbor who was logging 

into his account. Todd stresses that you should secure your internet connection, 

because you could be a victim of this without you ever even noticing. 

 

Health  Len and Todd  9-15-16      9:10am 5 min  Len and Todd 

discuss a story about people who have their own live chickens in the city. Some people 

have them for fresh eggs. Reports of people snuggling or kissing them, like pets are 

getting sick. These are not normal house animals and you need to be careful with all the 

avian diseases they carry and you should be very cautions when you come in contact 

with them. 

 

Consumer Len and Todd  9-16-16     6:05am 10 min  Len and Todd 

discuss the recall of the Samsung Galaxy Note 7. It is finally official, and the federal 



government has given the order to recall these devices. Todd stressed to the audience 

they need to return them as soon as possible. He played audio of a Cornell professor 

who explained to the listeners it can burst into flame at any time without warning, even in 

a person’s pocket 

 

Politics           Simone                      9-16-16     10:40 am      8 min           Fox host 
Tamara Holder and Mark discuss Hillary Clinton’s and Donald Trump’s health issues. 
Mark believes there is a double standard making it ok for the media to call Trump fat, but 
everyone gets up in arms whenever Hillary looks or health are brought up. Tamara 
brought up the fact that trump is considered medically obese on the BMI scale, while 
Hillary is not. Mark disagrees. 
 

Crime  Len and Todd  9-19-16      8:10am 5 min  Len and Joe 

play the audio of Jane Schreibman, the woman who found the second pressure cooker 

bomb on 27th street. She called 9-1-1 and police responded. Joe then mentioned again 

how important it is to report anything suspicious. The police will take it seriously and you 

may save lives. 

 

Consumer Len and Todd  9-20-16        6:11am   5 min  Len and Todd 

talk about Todd’s flight yesterday. He flew early and not direct to a funeral. He told the 

audience that the best time to fly is early especially if the early flight is one of the first 

flights of that airline out of the airport. You are less likely to have any delays, and if you 

do the non direct flights, you can usually get them much cheaper. 

 

Politics             Simone                 9-20-16       10:40am    10 min Radio and TV 
Host “Lionel” joined Mark to discuss former President George Herbert Walker Bush 
coming out and telling the media he planned on voting against party and voting for 
Hillary Clinton. Lionel believes that the Bush Family and the Clinton’s both are 
Globalist’s who believe in a one world government where Trump is more of an 
Individualist. 
 

Health  Len and Todd  9-21-16      8:33am 5 min  Len and Todd 

talk with Joe Bartlett about the report that Fitbit's and similar brands have shown no 

effect on losing weight, in fact in studies people actually gained more weight while 

wearing them. 

 

Consumer Len and Todd  9-21-16     9:43am 5 min  Len and Todd 

talk about the octane levels in gas. AAA study shows that billions have been spent for 

needless premium gas, when the majority of cars don’t need it. Todd stresses to the 

audience to not put premium gas in the car unless the car manufacturer specifically 

recommends it.  

 

National            Simone                      9-23-16   10:40 am     10 min          Radio / TV 
Host Howie Carr and Mark discussed the riots in South Carolina after another police 
shooting.  Why the police haven’t released the body cam video from the shooting. Mark 
and Howie talked about how people should react when getting pulled over by police, the 



younger generation seems to believe that they don’t have to obey officers of the law. 
The good news is that the police officer who shot the motorist has been arrested for 
manslaughter. 
 

Politics  Len and Todd  9-26-16       8:56am 5 min  Len and Todd 

take phone calls from the listeners, talking about the issues in the election. Many callers 

spoke of how the issues haven’t been addressed in the campaign so far. Many people 

still have questions on policy and where the two stand on different issues. The callers 

vent their frustrations on what they feel each candidate lacks. 

 

Crime  Len and Todd  9-27-16        8:56am  5 min  Len and Todd 

talk about a story from Florida where a woman at a gas station had her purse taken, and 

she leapt onto the hood of a car to try and stop him. They stress to never do this as you 

could be killed, as you are at the mercy of the driver. The woman was injured when her 

ankle was run over. They explain it is better to let the car go and take the information 

down and call 911. 

 
Politics             Simone                  9-27-16           11:40am    9 min  Political 
Strategist Ed Rollins and Mark talked about Donald Trump’s performance in Monday’s 
debate. Mr. Rollins thought that Hillary was better prepared than Trump. Trump started 
out strong and then faltered. Hillary had a better strategy than Trump. Trump is more of 
a brawler, Hillary is a puncher. Trump’s handlers told him to hold back on the attacks 
and it hurt his performance. 
 
Politics             Simone                  9-28-16           11:40am     10 min Ann Coulter 
and Mark talked about the debate. Both Mark and Ann agreed that trump did not prep 
enough. They also thought that Lester Holt was completely on Hillary’s side. Holt never 
hit on some of Trump’s strongest platforms like immigration and Obama Care. Mark and 
Ann believe that neither candidate lost voters from their performances in the first debate. 


